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INTRODUCTION
designed the method as a more reliable alternative to the use of diffusion curve analysis Lemur catta live in multimale-multifemale groups of 5 to 27 individuals with a 1:1 sex ratio, 159 female philopatry and male dispersal (Gould 1997 ; Nakamichi, Rakototiana & Koyama, 160 1997). They exhibit top-down 'despotic hierarchies' (Sapolsky, 2005) and adult females are 161 dominant over males (Jolly 1996) and although rank order in both sexes is usually linear, it 162 can occasionally be triangular (Koyama, Ichino, Nakamichi & Takahata, 2005) . Unlike or objects (Jolly, 1966) , and others suggesting that lemurs learn to use tools as quickly as 170 haplorhine species and, in some cases, more flexibly (Santos, Mahajan & Barnes, 2005 The two study troops were given the letter and number codes YF and T1B by Koyama and 202 his colleagues, henceforth labeled group 1 and group 2, respectively. Group 1 comprised 13 203 lemurs: six adult females (three years or older), two unweaned infants, one juvenile female
204
(1-2 years old) and four adult males. Group 2 consisted of 15 lemurs: six adult females, three 
Asocial Learning Controls

290
Control subjects were four adult male ring tailed lemurs (ages 6-7 years) living in a social 
II Statistical Methods
307
Assessing Social Dynamics
308
During testing of each group DC made qualitative estimates of any apparent sub-groupings.
309
Sociograms, a systematic method for representing subjects as points or nodes, with the 310 relationships between them illustrated using lines (Moreno 1960) , were constructed using the To examine 'learning time' in the despotic Lemur catta we adapted the method of using 333 success latency minus contact latency (Day, 2003) , developed with the more egalitarian
334
Callitrichid species. Thus, we calculated a 'total time at the task prior to success' [success 335 latency -(contact latency + time not present at task)] to account for the skewed pattern of 336 access to resources within groups (Sapolsky, 2005 ratio for each option of 5 to 1 (f:s) which may be input as an underlying bias in option use.
385
We also conduct a more accurate measure of the power to detect social learning by including, All simulations were repeated 10,000 times. individual. Two social networks were used in this analysis: (1) As we were interested in the 407 role of rank-related directed social learning, the social network used in the analysis was a 408 matrix of absolute rank differences among individuals (rank being indicated by Nakamichi).
409
We used two symmetrical matrices, one in which high values indicated a large difference in 410 rank and one in which they indicated a small difference in rank. Thus any significant finding 
RESULTS
423
Following assessment of the groups' social dynamics, the results section is divided into a 424 series of standard inferential statistics and a series of modeling/simulation based methods for 425 assessing the evidence for social learning in the data. N2=7, p=0.9) despite the fact that group 2 was seeded with swivel-trained demonstrators. 
Influence of Observation Opportunities upon Behavior
475
The proportion of each type of successful manipulation used was assessed as a function of the were 'trained demonstrators' and thus excluded. the observed and simulated null distribution, although sub-groups 1-3 also deviate from the 562 global proportions. As highlighted above, the bias for ottf and uuf in sub-group 4 (of group 2)
563 cannot be accounted for by ecological differences as there were actually more tasks available 564 at which these options were possible for group 1 than group 2. It should also be noted that to have had a long total time at the task prior to success. Thus, the total time at the task prior 655 to success does not appear to be a reliable proxy measure of 'learning time' in this case.
657
The hierarchical nature of the lemur groups would appear to be responsible for the pattern of with the task, all but one (an adult female) were low ranking adult, often peripheral, males.
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This corresponds to the report of Kappeler (1987) 2  2  2   321  418  726  129  270  613  147  21  473  86  64  341  23  24 
